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bise gujranwala has announced the notes of bise gujranwala's ba 4th year exam and bise
gujranwala's ba 10th year exam on their official website. the details are given below for bise

gujranwala ba exam. you can download these notes from the official website: candidates must
follow the schedule during the exam phase. through the date table, students can obtain an

exam timetable that includes dates, dates, and information about the testing center.the 11th
class date table published by the rawalpindi commission.in april, the rawalpindi secondary

school board of elective islamiat announced the timetable for the 11th grade annual
examinations. one month later, in may, the board of directors conducted the examination, but
this year the examination was postpone. the date table was not announce, and the students

were not promote to the next class.ba part 1 3rd year elective islamiat notes all chapters will be
declare soon thats why all the hopeful candidates of intermediate part one of elective islamiat
notes all chapters will be able to perceive their date sheets about to the end of march or the
start of april. every year bise gujranwala cleaves to the ba part 1 3rd year exams for both ba
part 1 3rd year elective islamiat notes all chapters. when preparing for the eleventh level of
physics, many important points must be consider. you can also get online video lectures and

notes on other topics on our website. these notes are arrange in chapters. important mcqs and
short questions are also highlight. both urdu and elective islamiat middle school students can

use the biology notes.in the chapter notes, there are comprehensive notes on all chapters of fsc
part 1 physics. these notes cover every title of every chapter.listed below are table notes for all

chapters of physics in part 1.
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the board of education has already announced the date of the final exam for the class 10 part
one and class 10 part two of sociology and islamiat of the students of the board. ba part 2 4th

year sociology ( imraniat ) notes all chapters will be declare soon thats why all the hopeful
candidates of intermediate part one of sociology notes all chapters will be able to perceive their
date sheets about to the end of march or the start of april. so, we make all the available part 1

and part 2 ba sociology lecture notes for both (3rd year and 4th year) students of board of
education gujranwala. these lectures are given by well qualified and experienced teachers.

these notes include the topics of different chapters of sociology and the important questions and
answers for the upcoming examination. so, what are you waiting for go and have a look. bise
gujranwala has a new way to simplify the online payment. now, students can pay their tuition
fees online and the board will deduct their fees from their account. this will be very helpful for

the students who live in distant areas and the students who are not comfortable to pay in cash.
moreover, the board has also announced that in the coming exams, the students will not be paid
any tuition fee. so, if you are interested in our site, then you can visit our website and download
the ba sociology notes for (3rd year and 4th year) students. here in this page, you can get some
free free class 10 islamiat math notes for the students of islamiat 10th class. here you can get

urdu islamiat notes for your 10th class. we provide the best notes and material which is used by
bise gujranwala. to get these notes free you need to download and read the notes. 5ec8ef588b
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